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Lunch at Sefton Biv

The CHRISTCHURCH TRAMPING CLUB has members of all ages, and runs tramping
trips  every  weekend,  ranging  from easy  (minimal  experience  required)  to  hard  (high
fitness and experience required). We also organise instructional courses and hold weekly
social meetings. We have a club hut in Arthurs Pass and have gear available for hire to
members.  Membership  rates  per  year  are  $45  member,  $65  couple,  $20  junior  or
associate, plus $15 for members who opt to obtain a paper newsletter. 

For more about how the club operates, see the last two pages. 
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Calendar of trips and Social Events
Trips: Unless otherwise stated, club trips depart either from 'Z' Carlton Corner Service
Station (formerly Shell) at 1 Papanui Road (next to Liquor Land and opposite Derby Street)
or from 'Z' Russley (formerly Caltex) on the corner of Russley Road and Yaldhurst Rd.  If
the departure point is not specified in the trip schedule, you may assume it's 'Z' Carlton.
Day trips usually depart at 8 am on Saturday or Sunday. Weekend trips may leave on
either Friday evening or Saturday morning. 

New or prospective members intending to go on any trip must sign up at club night or
contact the trip leader in advance.

Social: We meet on Wednesdays 7:30 pm at the CMLC (Canterbury Mineral & Lapidary
Club) building at 110 Waltham Road, Waltham. This new building, beside and on the south
side  of  Waltham  School,  is  about  100m  south  of  the  Brougham  St/Waltham  Rd
intersection. Waltham Road is the southern extension of Barbadoes Street. A variety of
social functions are organised, the atmosphere is informal, and tea and biscuits served.  If
you can give a presentation or have ideas, please phone Kate Taylor 0273265497 or email
katet5003@gmail.com. Please note that formalities start at 7:50 pm sharp, and if there is
a guest speaker, he/she will start at 8 pm sharp.

Our Club Hut: In the Arthur’s Pass township, with all the comforts of home including real
showers and inside flushing loos (BYO toilet paper!), but with the mountains at the back
door. A great place for a few days away; take your usual gear and a pillowcase. Please
book and pay before leaving town; the club bank account number is 38-9017-0279838-00
(Kiwibank/Christchurch Tramping Club). Include your name and the words hut fees in the
particulars/code/reference fields. Phone Donald Carnielo 338-9865 for booking and key
code; or if he’s away, Chris McGimpsey 027 6573070; or if they’re both away, Rex Vink
3525329. Hut fees are $15 member, $15 member's partner,  $25 non-member, $5 kids
under  12.  If  you  find  any  problems  or  maintenance  required,  please  contact  the  hut
convenor, Donald Carnielo.

Equipment Hire:  The Club has a range of
equipment  for  hire.  The  Gear  Custodian  is
Barney  Stephenson,  ph.  027  358  3281  .
Note:  club  gear  assigned  to  you  is  your
responsibility; please take care of it.  Please
put tents inside your pack. Tents attached to
the  outside  of  your  pack  can  be  easily
punctured when bush bashing or even lost.
This  may  result  in  serious damage to  your
bank account! Please air and dry tents after
taking  them on  a  trip  even  if  they  are  not
used,  and  report  any  damage  to  the  gear
custodian.

Rates for Gear Hire:

Tent $3/person/night

Ice axes, crampons $4 per item per
weekend

Harnesses, snow shovel $4 per weekend

Large/small weekend 
packs

$2 per weekend

Helmets Free

Personal locator beacons Free  but  check
availability
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Wednesday 2 February Social

Annual Barbeque at the Groynes: 

Come to our annual Summer BBQ! 

We will be meeting at The Groynes, off John’s Road for our New Years’ BBQ. Start time
is 6.00 pm. You can google a map of the Groynes which shows the various picnic areas. 

Meet at the 2E Picnic Area, a lovely grassed area beside the stream with shelter and
shade. We won’t book an area but there are plenty of picnic tables and spots in this
vicinity if 2E is taken. There are toilets and drinking water on the drive in but best to bring
water. Follow the signs to the Recreation Lake. Picnic Area 2E is just across the bridge,
access is off the left-hand car park. There are 3 picnic tables beside the stream. 

We need BBQs, tables and chairs, so please contact either Kate Taylor, John West or
Bryce  Williamson  if  you  can  help  with  these  items.  Bring  your  falafel,  cous  cous,
sausage, steaks, chops, salads, marshmallow, etc, and the usual liquid refreshments and
plates/cups/utensils. 

Please note the club rooms will not be open this night.

Long Weekend 4-8 February 
Departure  point:  BP  Ravenswood  and/or  Z
Papanui

Leader: Hannah Watt 0273725111
hanrosewatt@gmail.com

Waitangi weekend

Travers/Sabine:  Quest  for  Blue  Lake:  Having  frequented  the
National Park a number of times, I’ve been told my inaptitude of
somehow missing  Blue  Lake/Rotomairewhenua  each  visit  can’t
continue. So with that in mind I’m planning on spending four nights
in the park, bagging huts and seeing famous lakes. I will confirm
the route closer to the time depending on what people are keen to
do, but I was roughly thinking Jetboat to Sabine, walk to Blue Lake
(Friday 4th) –Blue lake to Travers Saddle or thereabouts to camp
(Saturday 5th) – Travers saddle to John Tate (Sunday 6th)- John
Tate to Angelus (Monday 5th)- Angelus to St Arnaud & drive home
(Tuesday  8th).  Can  do  side  trips  such  as  Angelus  Peak/Lake
Constance if chaos is desired, and we can adjust route to suit the
forecast.  Easy/mod-mod pace but  will  be averaging around 7-8
hours walking day. Leaving Thursday evening, will adjust time to
when people finish work.  Once we have a  group we can chat
about route options if anyone has any better ideas. Bring your tent
as we will be camping most of the time. Note departure location &
TIME, have put BP Ravenswood but others may want to meet at Z
Papanui and carpool out. Have edited to now include a jetboat so
the days aren’t as long. Have included this in the cost, and new
departure time is Thursday evening. Will camp/stay St Arnaud or
on the way. 

Grade: Moderate

Closes: 28 Jan 2022

Map: BS24 
Mount 
Robert 

Approx: $150
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Saturday 5 February 
Departure point: Z Papanui

Leader: Michael Newlove 021-1685716
newmike@slingshot.co.nz

Lake Ida, Lake Catherine - Ryton Track: 

This trip in the Lake Coleridge area will start on the Harper Road
between  Lakes  Evelyn  and  Selfe  and  follow  the  Ryton  Track
around the base of Little Mt Ida, then down to Lake Ida. Cross the
small  rock dam over  Lake Ida and follow the track around the
base of Mt Ida. Continue around the edge of Lake Catherine and
look forward to a lunch stop at the hut before returning the same
way back to the cars. 

Return trip around 16 kms.

Grade: Easy +

Closes: 4 Feb 2022

Map: BW20 Lake
Coleridge 

Approx: $25

Weekend 5-6 February 
Departure point: Z Yaldhurst 

Leader: Simon Barr 0225323026
slinkysi2000@gmail.com

Hawdon - Amber Col - Sudden Valley traverse : 

This trip follows the course of one done in Feb 2021. Will occur
over Waitangi weekend and is a 2-day trip, but allows some room
for weather flexibility if needed. 

See  the  former  trip  here:  https://ctc.org.nz/index.php/trip-
reports?goto=tripreports/993. 

Grade: Moderate

Closes: 2 Feb 2022

Map: BV21 Cass 

Approx: $35

Long Weekend 5-7 February 
Departure point: Z (formerly Caltex) Russley

Leader: Natasha Sydorenko 0223140684
n.sydorenko@hotmail.com

Lake Morgan via Cone Creek Hut (Haupiri River area): 

Rescheduled  from  Show  weekend  2021  to  Waitangi  weekend
2022. Fingers crossed for good weather! 

We’ll  start  walking on Saturday from the carpark at  the end of
Heaphy Rd (I’ve got access permission from Gloriavale). The trip
can be done as a clockwise or an anticlockwise loop, so we’ll just
pick the best weather day for Lake Morgan tops. 

Clockwise looks slightly less brutal in terms of steepness of climb. 

Camping one night  near  Lake Morgan Hut  and the  other  near
Cone Creek Hut. Walk out and drive back on Monday. I’ll think of a
Plan B if the weather is bad in this part of the country. 

Grade:Moderate/
Hard

Closes: 2 Feb 2022

Map:  BU21 
Haupiri

Approx: $40 petrol
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Saturday 12 February 
Departure point: Z Papanui

Leader: Alan Ross 021 962884
alan_sue@xtra.co.nz

River Crossing instruction course: 

We are leaving Z Papanui at 1pm. Ensure you have had lunch.
Bring  good  sun  protection  for  the  briefing.  Bring  a  loaded
WEEKEND pack of at least 50L NOT a day pack. Have it loaded
and full to at least 12kg (like it would be for a normal overnight
trip). Ensure it has a waterproof liner to keep the water out of your
pack contents (like you should normally). Have it closed/tied off at
the top. You will be floating with your pack! 

If you need a weekend pack contact Barney the gear officer, the
club has a couple. 

You must be wearing shorts. No long pants permitted. There is
a very good reason for this. Expect to get totally wet so bring a
towel and spare clothes. 

This course is open strictly to club members only. 

Grade:Easy/
Moderate

Closes: 11 Feb 2022

Map:  

Approx: $5

Saturday 19 February 
Departure point: Z Papanui

Leader: Michael Newlove 021-1685716
newmike@slingshot.co.nz

Annavale Track/Benmore Hut Circuit: 

The trip will start at Benmore Station and follow a 4WD track, then
steadily ascends the Annavale Track to the summit of Sugar Loaf (
1203m ),  from where  there  are great  views of  the surrounding
area. 

Retrace our steps and go down into Thirteen Mile Bush via the
Benmore Link Track, to Benmore Hut for a lunch stop. The return
trip will follow the Benmore Hut Track back to the carpark. Round
trip about 16kms. Overall height gain 700m.

Grade:Easy/
Moderate

Closes: 18 Feb 
2022

Map: BW21 
Springfield 

Approx: $20

Weekend 19-20 February 
Departure point: Z (formerly Caltex) Russley

Leader: Symon Holmes 021 257 2720
symon_gnome@yahoo.co.nz

Mt Brown Hut: 

Slow climb up to Mt Brown Hut behind Lake Kaniere. 

The  Mt  Brown  hut  is  a  four  bunk  hut.  The  route  is
marked/maintained by Permolat.  The hut  is  also maintained by
Permolat. The route climbs up a spur starting at Geologist Creek.
Option to scramble up to Mt Brown from the hut for those keen. 

Grade: Moderate at
a slow pace

Closes: 17 Feb 
2022

Map: BV19 Lake 
Kaniere 

Approx: $75+$5 
koha for 
hut/track 
mainteance
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Saturday 26 February 
Departure point: Wooded Gully Campsite

Leader: Chris McGimpsey 027 657 3070
tortistours@gmail.com

TORTIS Tour RTC #1: This is the day trip run to practice the trip
leadership skills learnt at the training course on the 22nd Jan @
RTC February meeting.

Grade: Mod at 
easy pace

Closes: 25 Feb 
2022

Map:  

Approx: TBC

Wednesday 2 March Social

Nic Low - unlocking the stories living in the land: 

Raised in the shadow of New Zealand’s Southern Alps, Nic Low grew up on mountain
stories from his family’s European side. Years later he sought to comprehend how his
Māori ancestors knew that same terrain. His interest became a decade-long obsession
during which he talked with tribal leaders, dived into the archives and an astonishing
family memoir, and took what he learned for a walk. His book, Uprising, recounts his
alpine expeditions to unlock the stories living in the land. Tonight, he will share with us
aspects of his journey.

Multi day trip 14-24 April (Easter+)
Departure point: Z (formerly Caltex) Russley

Leader: Markus Milne 021 482 150
markusjmilne@gmail.com

Emily and the Greeks: A multi day trip to the Eastern end of the
Routeburn during Easter/Anzac 2022. 

Plan is to explore the tops around the Routeburn and Rockburn
catchments, visiting Lake Unknown, Lake Wilson and climbing any
or all of Emily Peak, Xenicus, Erebus, Nereus, Somnus, Momus,
Minos and Chaos, etc... as the weather allows. 

Grade:Moderate/
Hard

Closes: 1 April 2022

Map: CA09 
Alabaster 
Pass CB09 
Hollyford 

Approx: TBA

Trip Reports

16-21 October 2021

Cobb Valley and Lockett Range: the parallel journey

Chris McGimpsey had recently been on a bit of a mission to do a multiday tramp in the
Richmond  Ranges  and  scheduled  such  for  the  second  full  week  of  October  2021,
incorporating  the  bookend  weekends.  I  was  keen  to  join  but  had  a  Zoom  meeting
scheduled for Friday 15th and so was unable to do so. Later, when the weather forecast
indicated terrible midweek weather, Chris relocated his trip to Kahurangi National Park --
specifically  to  the Cobb River  Valley and Lockett  Range – reasoning that  Fenella  Hut
would provide a comfortable refuge for a day or two of inclemency. Jonathan Carr and
Lynette Hartley heard about this change and decided to undertake a separate, but parallel,
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trip in the same region. When Jonathan mentioned this to me, he added that he would be
happy to come home earlier, which suited me perfectly, so I joined them. 

Lynette and I met Jonathan at his place at about 10 am on the morning of Friday 8th of
October. We headed off north in Jonathan’s Toyota, stopping at Murchison for late lunch
and Motueka for a dinner of fish and chips, before arriving at Trilobite Hut after about nine
hours. There were many cars at the Cobb Valley carpark, but the hut was a long way from
full, so Lynette and I claimed a bunk each while Jonathan chose to pitch his tent on the
lawn. One of the few hut residents was known to us – Bruce Thomas, a former CTC
member who now lives in Nelson. 

While we were having an evening cup of tea, Jonathan reflected on the forecast – two
days of good weather,  changing to showers on Monday afternoon, then heavy rain all
Tuesday, before clearing on Wednesday. So, why not do an anticlockwise circuit, using the
two or three earlier days of better weather to negotiate the tops of the Lockett Range, then
sheltering  in  Fenella  Hut,  possibly  in  the  company  of  Chris  McGimpsey’s  Gang,  on
Tuesday? 

Day 1: Diamond Stream Track – Saturday 16 October 2021. 11.7 km walking with 700
m total ascent over 6 hours. 

We got up at about 7 am to an overcast morning with brief passing showers. The sky was
clear to the east, so the rays of the rising sun poked under the clouds, projecting a rainbow
against  the  dark  background  of  the  Peel  Range.  During  breakfast,  we  mentioned  to
Bruce’s friend (whose name I forget) our plans to drive to the far end of Cobb Reservoir,
leave the car there, and then get Jonathan too run the eight or nine kilometers back along
the unsealed road to recover the car at the end of the trip. She said that Bruce could help
by dropping us off at our starting point this morning. Bruce (who hadn’t been party to the
conversation) was duly asked and agreed to the task. We loaded our packs into Bruce’s
car, climbed on board and he, having missed an important part of his instructions, drove us
the whole 700 metres to the start of the Balloon Hut Track, in clear sight of the hut we had
just left! When we explained what we had really intended, he was amused and said that he
was wondering why a bunch of CTCers would need a lift over such a short distance. So off
we headed to the correct destination, which we reached at about 9:30 am. 

Bruce dropped us at the start of the Sylvester Lakes Track; but rather than heading up that
route, we continued up the four-wheel-drive track to a quarry and the start of a non-DoC
track, cut and maintained by “The Diamond Stream Team”, that Jonathan had stumbled
upon a couple of years earlier. 

We entered “Diamond Stream Track” at 9:50 am and sidled down through the bush for 50
minutes, losing about 100 metres of altitude over a bit more than two kilometres, to Battey
Creek, where we came to a rock overhang installed with a bench seat. 35 minutes and 1.1
kilometres after crossing Battey Creek, we came upon a second, more rudimentary, rock
shelter. 
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Lynette at the rock shelter near Battey Creek

The next 40 minutes and couple of kilometers involved a gentle climb on a well-formed
track reaching an altitude of about 1000 metres. The track then turned north and away
from  Diamond  Lake  Stream,  climbing  steeply  for  the  first  time.  At  12:35  pm,  having
climbed to 1200 metres, we stopped at a sunny spot by a stream for a 45-minute lunch
break. 

A less-steep, 100-metre, post-lunch climb took us to the tranquil shore of Lake Lockett
(1292 m), which we reached at 1:45 pm. What a beautiful camp site – clear, clean waters
with a convenient copse[BW1] of beech trees in which to camp at the south end. We spent
about  ten  minutes  there,  being  entertained  for  some  of  the  time  by  a  small  flock  of
pīpipi/brown creepers. 

We left Lake Lockett at 1:55 pm, descended about 100 metres (to a point opposite to our
lunch spot) then contoured round to the outlet at the eastern end of Diamond Lake, where
we arrived at 2:45 pm. At that outlet we met three blokes, an adult (probably father) and a
couple of teenagers. They had pitched their tents at Lake Lockett, apparently a bit further
round the shore than we had been, and were on an afternoon jaunt prior to settling down
at their camp for the afternoon. 

The eastern end of Diamond Lake had a good tenting site, but it was a exposed to the
westerly breeze running across the lake. So, we continued around the south shore, with a
modicum of bush-bashing, to the western end where there was a better and less breezy
site. We arrived a bit after 3 pm, pitched our tents and were relaxing with hot drinks and
planning the next day half an hour later. Although we were out of the wind, the air was cool
so we donned warm clothing and Lynette windproofed her socks by wrapping them in
plastic postbags. 

Day 2: Lockett Range – Sunday 16 October 2021.  9.4 km walking with 870 m total
ascent over 7.5 hours. 

It rained a little overnight, but we woke to an almost cloudless morning with a light, cool
westerly breeze. We got up about 7 am and took our time preparing for the day. 
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We left Diamond Lake at 9 am, trudging west over wet, tussocky swampland towards the
broad saddle that separates the headwaters of Ruby Creek and Diamond Lake Stream. At
the cusp of that saddle, we turned southwest and climbed more steeply to another saddle,
at ~1400 metres, on the main ridge of the Lockett Range. We reached the ridge saddle at
10 am and took a half-hour break while enjoying views down Ruby Creek towards Mt
Snowdon (1865 m), the highest peak in the region. 

At 10:45 am, we reached a local highpoint of ~1520 m (unmarked on maps) from which we
had views east, back to Diamond Lake, northwest, to Ruby Lake, and along the ridge to Mt
Benson (1661 m), decorated with remnant snow and a thin veil of misty cloud. 

From 1520 m, we lost 60 metres before starting a gradual climb to Mt Benson summit,
which we reached at 11:55 am. The wind was stiff and cool, requiring a balance of clothing
between the warmth of exertion and the coolth of windchill. 

We crossed Mt Benson and continued for another 10 minutes to the shelter of a fault
scarp,  carpeted in snowgrass and with  a patch of  snow, where we ate lunch over 40
minutes. 

Jeff Hall had told Lynnette that there was an obstacle on the ridge ahead of us that we
would have to navigate around. We thought we could see that obstacle from Mt Benson;
and it didn’t look too bad. But the true obstacle, Pt 1503 m, which had been hidden from us
earlier in the day, was a more intimidating razorback of marble. The part we could see
looked climbable, albeit with a degree of exposure, but we couldn’t tell what lay on the
other side. Fortunately the base was bush free and we spotted a goat track across the
southern face (our left) that allowed an simple and easy circumvention. 

By 2pm we had climbed back onto the ridge beyond Pt 1503 m. The route ahead looked
easy for as far as we could see. However, there was another slightly gnarly bit, a ~100-
metre descent of a bluff, covered with scruffy dracophyllum scrub, terminating near the
1300-metre contour. 

Fifty minutes after negotiating the bluff, we arrived at a small tarn, about 1.5 kilometres
past Pt 1390 m, that Jonathan had suggested would be a good spot to overnight. The
ground in the immediate vicinity of the tarn was damp, so we took ten minutes searching
for sites that were dry, flattish, sheltered from the wind and close to a water supply. We
eventually settled on the eastern lee of the ridge, reasonably close to the tarn’s outlet
stream. We pitched our tents and brewed up a cuppa, then prepared and ate dinner while
watching the sunlight and shadows playing on peaks and ridges to the east. 

Day 3: Fenella Hut and Mt Gibbs – Monday 17 October 2021. 10.2 km walking with 790
m total ascent over 5 hours and 10 minutes. 

We woke to bright sun and got up at about 7 am. The higher peaks around us were in light
mist, but we were warm in the sun. 

After another leisurely breakfast, we packed up and were on our way before 9 o’clock,
originally heading north and climbing slightly in the direction of Waingaro Peak. After a few
minutes,  we came to a pair  of  large cairns marking the entrance into  a shallow vale,
formed by erosion of a fault scarp, that would have made a great camp site except for a
lack of water. 

About 800 metres from our camp site, we turned southwest and down Waingaro Peak
Track and towards Fenella Hut, which we could see a couple of hundred metres below us. 

Across the valley, the impressive eastern bluffs of Xenicus Peak (1716 m) towered above
a saddle that separated the headwaters of the Cobb River and Burgoo Stream. 
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We reached Fenella Hut at 9:50 am to find signs of occupation – cooking gear, sleeping
bags etc. scattered about the benches and bunks -- but no-one in residence. Recognizing
the gear as belonging our CTC colleagues, we deduced that they must have arrived on the
previous evening and had gone out for a day walk. 

Although a change was forecast for the afternoon the weather was still pretty good. So, at
12:25 pm, after having unpacked our gear (Jonathan set up his tent again) and eaten
lunch, we headed off for a walk. Our initial objective was a small, quasi-rectangular tarn
that goes by the name of the “Swimming Hole”, just two furlongs (400 metres) from the
hut. 

Jonathan said it that the Swimming Hole was a great place for a dip on a hot day, but this
day was nowhere near hot enough for that sort of activity. Instead, Lynette and I inspected,
the tarn-side flora, which included a couple of sundew species, Drosera spatulate (with
spatulate/spoon-shaped leaves) and D. arcturid. 

From the Swimming Hole,  we headed towards the bluffs  under  Xenicus with  a vague
thought of climbing that peak if both our enthusiasm and the weather held. Crossing the
saddle between the Cobb and Burgoo catchments, we had a view over Lake Cobb to Mt
Cobb (1716 m). Above us, a couple of feral goats seemed mostly unconcerned by our
presence but maintained a healthy separation as we approached. 

While sidling under the bluffs, Jonathan decided that, having climbed Xenicus previously
and being desirous of staying dry, he was more interested in shorter visit to Lake Cobb; so
he headed off in that direction while Lynette and I continued to climb, initially northward
and then turning west into the headwater valley of Burgoo Stream where spring-growth
Bulbinella sprouts adorned the sides of the creek. 

As we climbed, the lowering cloud enveloped us and it started to drizzle, so we put on
waterproof jackets. At 2:20 pm, we reached the saddle (~1560 m) between Xenicus and
Mt Gibbs where we had a snack and checked the map. The ridge to  Xenicus looked
narrow and, with increasingly dense mist-fall, the rocks were likely to be slippery. So we
headed in the other direction, to Mt Gibbs (1645 m), which we reached at 2:40 pm and
from where occasional  gaps in the mist  permitted us to see Round Lake, 350 metres
below us. 

Ten minutes got us back at the saddle from where we decided to head tentatively towards
Xenicus. After just 300 metres of horizontal travel we came to a notch whose floor was
barely visible through the mist, so we decided to head back to saddle and the hut. 

The wetness made the descent on snow grass and rock rather slippery and, on a couple of
occasions, it was only my trekking poles that prevented me from landing on my backside.
Rather  than  returning  past  the  Swimming Hole,  we turned  south  at  the  Cobb-Burgoo
saddle and headed the way that Jonathan had gone, along a well-formed track through a
grove of mountain neinei to Lake Cobb Track. We reached Cobb Hut at 4:30 pm, where
Lynnette spotted kiwi probings in the soft soil. 

We got back to Fenella Hut at 4:45 pm, having walked 8.4 km with 720 metres total ascent
over 4 hours 20 minutes. We could smell smoke as we approached, and a glance through
the window told us that, not only was Jonathan back, but the other CTC members -- Chris
McGimpsey,  Susan  Pearson,  Chris  Freear,  Alan  Ross  and  Loraine  Poole  –  had  also
returned. Alan opened the door in his hut clothes proclaiming that we were too wet to be
permitted entry, so I grabbed his arm, dragged him outside and held him while Lynette
gave him a sopping-wet, cold-water hug. 

After  allowed Alan to scamper back into  the indoor  warmth,  we hung our  jackets and
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gaiters on hooks in the sheltered hut deck then went inside, changed into dry clothes and
set our damp undergear around the fire to dry. While we were doing that, we learnt that the
McGimpsey Gang had arrived at Trilobite Hut on Saturday night (24 hours after us) and
had walked up to Fenella on Sunday. On this day, they had done a trip similar to Lynette’s
and mine, but had continued past Mt Gibbs and descended to Round Lake before picking
up Cobb Lake Track and getting back to the Fenella before the rain had started. 

A hot  drink warmed us up and saw us through to  a satisfying dinner.  Then Jonathan
retreated outside to his tent while the rest of us climbed into warm, dry sleeping bags with
the soothing sound of rain on the roof and windows. 

Day 4: A Day in Fenella Hut – Tuesday 18 October 2021. Zero walking and no height
gain over 24 hours. 

I  fell  asleep promptly  and solidly.  At  one point  during  the  night,  I  woke sufficiently  to
register  that  the  rain  had stopped.  But  in  the  morning  light,  it  became clear  that  the
precipitation had only changed phase, leaving a dusting of snow on the deck and the hut’s
surroundings, including on Jonathan’s tent. 

There was a degree of brightness that caused me to think that the worst of the weather
had blown through; but an hour after we got up, the snow became much heavier. So we
hunkered down for a hut-day: chatting, reading, puzzle-solving, eating, feeding and stoking
the fire, and (in Susan’s case) knitting. 

After lunch, a pause in the precipitation permitted a lot of the aggregated snow to melt and
we were visited by a family of western weka – two parents and three chicks – looking for
scraps left (inadvertently or otherwise) by hut-dwellers. 

Mid-afternoon, Chris Freear ran a yoga session. Susan, Lynette, Alan and Lorraine joined
in enthusiastically, while Chris McGimpsey seemed only half-hearted. Jonathan sat at the
table, reading, while I lay on my sleeping bag in my comfortable corner bunk-spot trying to
solve Sudoku puzzles. 

Later in the afternoon, Susan prepared her famous trampers’ trifle, which she put it out on
the deck, under a stainless-steel anti-weka device and guarded by a snow-pixie, to cool
and set. Chris Freear baked a chocolate cake, which he shared out amongst the eight of
us to be eaten with a hot drink of one’s choice 

After dinner, and consistent with the forecast, the weather seemed to be showing signs of
genuine improvement,  with  patches of  blue  sky  appearing  above Xenicus and Aorere
Peaks. Optimistically, we hatched a plan for the next day – walk out along the Cobb River
to Trilobite Hut, pick up the cars, drive to the Sylvester Lakes Track trailhead and climb to
Sylvester Hut for the night. 

Day 5: Cobb Valley and Sylvester Hut – Wednesday 19 October 2021.  22.2 km and
700 m total ascent over 6.5 hours of walking time (including breaks). 

The day dawned vastly brighter than the previous, mostly blue skies with a few wispy
clouds over the valley. But it was also frosty, so a modicum of care was required on the hut
deck and steppingstones when making an early morning visit to the stained-window loo. 

We breakfasted, packed, swept the floor, wiped the bench and table, and left Fenella Hut
just before 8:25 am. The snow made the bush and surrounding mountains look very pretty,
but the frost made the track icy and slippery in parts, especially above Cobb Hut. 

We passed Cobb Hut, no more than 800 metres away from Fenella and, 1.6 kilometres
further on, reached Tent Camp, a restored canvas shelter from deer-culling days, where
we regathered over about ten minutes. 
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Another 4.6 kilometres got us to Chaffey Hut, a historical cabin built from hewn logs, that
was reconstructed in 2014. So many huts and shelters in such a small area. 

At Chaffey Hut, billies were unpacked and water boiled for the purpose of morning tea. 

While we were enjoying our break, we were visited by a confident kakaruwai/robin and a
more stand-offish riroriro/grey warbler. 

We left Chaffey Hut at 10:50 am and covered the remaining 5.6 kilometres to Trilobite Hut
in a little over 90 minutes, the 12.7 cumulative kilometres from Fenella having taken us 4
hours (including breaks). The weather was pleasant and warmer than it had been early in
the morning, so we ate lunch outside, around the Trilobite Hut picnic table. 

Cobb River Valley from about 1600m

At 1:15 pm, we headed off in the cars, driving along the south and eastern shores of Cobb
Reservoir, 8.7 kilometres, to the start of Sylvester Lakes Track. The McGimpsey Gang’s
original  plan  had  envisaged  them  traversing  pretty  much  the  same  Lockett
Range/Diamond Lake Stream route that we had taken, but in the opposite direction and
ending at Sylvester Lakes car park. Since their car would have been left at Trilobite Hut,
Alan had brought a pair of running shoes to jog back to retrieve it. Rather than carrying the
shoes for several days, he had wrapped them in plastic bread bags and secreted them in a
hollow log at Sylvester Lakes car park.  But when he went to recover them, they were
gone. Bloody thieving weka! After a search, one shoe, still wrapped in its plastic bag, was
discovered in the bush few tens of metres away, but the other remained unfound. 

At 1:40 pm we started on the climb to Sylvester Hut. Due to the shoe hunt, Alan started at
the back;  and although he “doesn’t  have a competitive bone in his  body”,  he tried to
overtake everyone else on the climb. Consequently, the 5.1 kilometres with 500 metres of
total ascent (some of it quite steep) was knocked out in only 75 minutes. 

Sylvester Hut was in warm sun with little wind but, at an altitude of ~1300 metres, there
was still a fair bit of snow around it. In residence were a family of weka and couple or three
families of Homo sapiens including some friendly, energetic, pre-teen children. In part due
to  both  the  number  of  residents  and  their  likely  levels  of  boisterousness,  most  of  us
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decided to pitch tents for the night.  Lynette and I  found flat  spots tucked under some
beech trees but open to the east and hence (we hoped) to the warmth of the rising sun on
the next morning. At one stage, Lynette left her tent briefly without zipping the entrance
closed. When she returned, out scuttled a weka. Thankfully, a quick inspection by Lynette
suggested that nothing had been stolen. 

At 3:50 pm, having finished our tent pitching and it being too early for dinner preparation,
Lynette and I decided to stroll up to the Sylvester Lakes. We invited the others, but they
were busily engaged with other chores. It took us twenty minutes to reach Sylvester Lake
and then another five to get to Upper Sylvester Lake. 

We contemplated walking around both lakes but, at 4:30 pm, headed backed back to the
hut, passing most of the other CTCers on their way up. About 13 kilometres off to the
south-east, we could see the higher peaks of the Arthur Range, which I compared with a
PeakFinder screenshot. 

Chaffey Hut (1953) made of hewn logs; reconstructed in 2014

Lynnette and I got back to the hut a bit  after 5 pm. The others turned up about forty
minutes later having completed a circumnavigation of the lakes. Dinner was prepared and
eaten  in  the  hut,  then  many  of  us  went  outside  to  watch  the  evening  light  show:
atmospheric  back-scatter  from  above  Tasman  Bay  and  D’Urville  Island;  late  sun  on
northern peaks of the Arthur Range and the Mt Arthur Massif; and clouds lit red by the sun
setting behind Iron Hill. 

Day 6: Back to Christchurch – Thursday 20 October 2021.  5.0 km and 70 m total
ascent over 75 minutes. 

It was a cold night, but I was comfortable in my sleeping bag. (Alan reckoned he lost two
kilograms due to energetically shivering in his light sleeping bag.) As intended, the early
sun shone under the beech trees onto my tent, lighting up tiny ice crystals that had formed
on the mesh of the inner. I got out of my sleeping bag, changed into day gear, and did my
bag-stuffing, mattress-rolling etc., in the warmth before emerging, “fully formed”, from my
tent cocoon. 
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We went for breakfast at the hut, which was in bright sun with most of the resident families
(including weka) out on the deck. Lynette wasn’t eating. “Remember last evening”, she
said, “that I thought that the weka hadn’t stolen anything from my tent? My breakfast has
gone!” I offered her some of my remaining supplies and she accepted a muesli bar. 

A bit after 8:15 am, the McGimpsey Gang headed off towards Iron Hill with the intention of
traversing around to Diamond Lake (where Jonathan, Lynette and I had camped a few
days earlier) and then continuing to Lake Lockett for the night. 

Half an hour after the McGimpsey Gang departure, Lynette, Jonathan and I headed down
Sylvester  Lake  Track  with  the  snowy  peaks  of  the  Inland  Kaikoura  Range  clearly
discernable on the horizon despite the 130-kilometre distance. 

It was sunny and now warm, and windless enough that the Cobb Reservoir appeared as a
mirror. 

We got to Jonathan’s Toyota at 10 am, had another brief and unsuccessful look for Alan’s
missing shoe, changed into clean clothes left in the car, then departed from the carpark at
10:10 am. Ten minutes and three kilometers later, we reached the lookout above the Cobb
Hydroelectric  Dam,  where  there  are  an  information  kiosk  and  a  memorial  to  the
construction workers who built the dam. 

We left the lookout at 10:40 am, driving back to Christchurch (about 480 km) over 7 hours,
with just a single consequential stop, at Tapawera for lunch. 

Route map

This  was a  great  trip  in  moderately  easy and very  picturesque country.  We read  the
weather almost perfectly and Jonathan’s suggested route allowed us to make the best of
it. Even the warm and lazy lay day in Fenella Hut was enjoyable – and I got a whole bunch
of Sudokus solved. Lynette and Jonathan were great company, as were the McGimpsey
Gang on the  four  days  and  three nights  that  we  shared  with  them.  Incidentally,  they
completed their intended circuit (though I am told that the night at Lake Lockett was also
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very cold) and went on to do a couple more days of tramping in the hills south of Cobb
Reservoir. But the highlight of their trip was when they got back to Sylvester Lakes Track
carpark the day after we did. On a whim, Chris McGimpsey followed a passing weka along
the four-wheel-drive track. After a hundred meters or so, the bird headed into the bush.
When Chris followed, he first he found an empty plastic bread bag and then, slightly further
on, a running shoe! 

Uploaded by: Bryce Williamson on Wed Dec 22 2021 

31 October - 1 November 2021

Banks Peninsula Te Ara Pataka

Bryce led six of us on a very relaxing two day Te Ara Pataka tramp along a portion of the
main spine of the Banks Peninsula, crossing Mts. Te Ahu Patiki/Herbert , Fitzgerald and
Sinclair, in order to make the most of a free overnight stay at the Rod Donald hut. This was
courtesy of the Rod Donald Trustto thank the club for its fund-raising contributions, which
assisted  with  vital  land  purchase  for  the  enjoyment  of  future  generations.  The  Banks
Peninsula together with Port Hills should havean amazing future as a recreational asset
forCantabrians and as a massive carbon fixer and repository for  a good chunk of our
indigenous flora and fauna. 

We divided into two parties so we had a car each end. Bryce, Mary, Dan and myself
started from Kaituna via Packhorse hut, a moderate day of 17 km and 1,154 metres of
uphill, followed by a second day of 12.6 km and 630 m uphill. Ron, Susan and Symon
started from Hill Top and had less climbing to do, with around 697 metres ascent on day 1
and 676 metres on day 2. 

Trees pointing towards the sun just before the turn off to the hut. wonder why? 

If you haven’t done this walk, it makes a nice two day excursion, particularly if the weather
is fine, and even better if it’s raining in the mountains and alternatives are needed. The
only drawback is that the hut must be booked and camping is not catered for. The hut is
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delightful and cosy, and has an unusual split level design enabling it to be set into the hill
with  minimal  excavation.  The walk is  quite  different  to  usual  CTC mountain  fare,  with
usually straightforward ground under the feet and lots to see and contemplate, including
lots of views of our historic Kiwi pioneering enterprise and what we’ve done to generate
the industrial agriculture which supports the life-styles many of us in NZ enjoy. Could the
Banks Peninsula be re-transformed into a massive pest-free carbon extractor based on
indigenous plants and not pine trees? The current patchwork of nice views would become
even  more  fantastic  and  would  make  a  wonderful  contribution  to  a  positive  future,
particularly as land steepness and remoteness provide significant challenges for running
viable traditional farming. 

Our party started up the Kaituna Valley Packhorse Hut track off Parkinsons Rd, leaving
around 10.00 am and we made good time to the hut arriving an hour later, stopping for a
snack and drink before heading up the steepest part of the trip, to the Mt Herbert shelter
where we had lunch. With 8.4 km and most of the climbing done, it was then a relaxed
walk over Mt Herbert, along the ridge and across the Western Valley Rd, and at Waipuna
Saddle to drop down to the hut where we met up with Symon, Susan and Ron. A very
pleasant and congenial evening followed where we enjoyed a variety of re-hydrated and
flavour enhanced liquid and chewable treats. As the evening wore on, the wet southerly
weather developed and the fire which was well supplied with good wood kept things nice
and warm. 

The southerly passed on and our second easier day involved a sun soaked scenic tasting,
ranging  from mundane  pasture  decorated  with  rot-resistant  totara  stumps,  some  pine
plantations and a number of total delights which included crags, the sea, Port Levy, Pigeon
Bay,  Akaroa  harbour,and  a  mixed  patchwork  of  indigenous  remnants.  The  remnants
included forest trees, scrub plants and tussocks and spaniards, a great source of material
for future regeneration work. 

All in all a good 30 km 1,800 m excursion which with arrangements for getting there and
back home could be a single dayfor those fit people so inclined! 

It would be just so incredible to have this walk continue all the way to Akaroa, and dare I
say, add some other interesting trails in the valleys and along the headlands to provide the
possibility of turning it into a really great week or ten day circuit right on Christchurch’s
doorstep. 

Uploaded by: Barney Stephenson on Wed Dec 01 2021 

20 November 2021

Not Potts Hut in a day

Potts Hut is on the Potts River in the Hakatere Conservation Park, at the northern end of
the Dogs Range, and between Potts Range and Big Hill Range. Symon’s first attempt to
lead a group of CTC trampers there on an overnight trip wasn’t terribly successful, being
cancelled due to the appalling weather forecast. I was keen to give it another go, and three
others joined us. I was surprised that we managed to get all five of us into Symon’s car; I
was sure that the slopey hatchback thing would be too low to get all the backpacks in.
Saved me from having to drive, though, so I was happy. The weather forecast was looking
OK; some rain expected on Sunday afternoon when we would be walking out. 

Up the Potts river we walked, soon climbing up onto the escarpment high above the river.
Before long we were walking alongside a paddock containing a number of cattle that were
very interested in us and what we were up to.  They were keen to join our group and
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accompanied us for some time, with several running over from the far side of the paddock
to see what the attraction was, scattering the sheep that shared the paddock with them as
they came. The sheep didn’t really care about us and were focused mainly on not getting
trampled. The cattle were eventually disappointed when they reached the edge of the
paddock and couldn’t follow us any further, and by the time we returned they’d completely
lost interest and didn’t even come over to see how the trip had been. 

A bit further on Tyrone said that we’d missed a turnoff and should be further to the left,
closer to the river. A quick check of the GPS confirmed that, so left we went, trying to find
the track as we went. There were various signs that there might have been a track, or
maybe not, but when you’re following a river on a high escarpment with a clear view for
several kilometres view it’s pretty difficult to get lost, so we weren’t concerned. Soon we
saw the track coming in from the right – now that was a surprise! It turns out that the map
hadn’t quite caught up with the new improved track that turns to the right towards Lake
Cearwater and a turnoff to the left come back to the river. Never mind, we knew where we
were even if the map didn’t. 

Mt Potts and Pt 2034 on the left, on the right is Dogs Range with Big Hill Range behind 

It was pretty easy walking over the tussocklands as we approached the Dogs Range. We
encountered a couple who’d been out for several days; they informed us of a shortcut up a
spur that shaved about six kilometers off the walk, saving them a couple of hours. We’d
already looked at coming down that spur on the way back, but it was good to hear from
them about the time saving. We plodded on towards Mystery Lake, thinking to stop there
for lunch, but hunger got the better of us so we stopped at the turn where the six km loop
around the lake starts. After eating we dashed along the track to get a view of the lake
before setting off up the spur. The two hour saving didn’t need much selling, we were all
keen, and the wind was starting to get a bit cooler now so we were happy to forgo the six
kilometres. 
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Route taken

With a bit of tussock-bashing we set off up the spur, eventually getting onto clearer terrain
that  made the walking a bit  easier.  The wind was getting colder  and stronger  as the
elevation increased, until about 140 metres below the ridge I looked behind me to see
Sheryle lying down, not really the best way to climb a spur. I dashed back to check if she
was OK; no injuries but the wind had just skittled her. I’d been getting blown sideways as
well, and when the team regrouped we discussed and decided that conditions were not
going to improve. As we had another eight kilometres to go, mostly very exposed, the safe
option was to beat a retreat to the car. Going down proved tricky as well, but soon we
dropped into the gully and found the wind much reduced. There was some discussion
about  finding  another  hut  as  we had insufficient  tent  space for  all  of  us,  but  with  an
expected return to the car at 6 PM it seemed unlikely that we’d have time or energy to
reach any hut that was not at the roadside. 

Dinner was at the Rakaia Railway hotel. It was already 7:30 PM when we got there, so we
were getting quite hungry. Shame about the weather; the wind was certainly a tad more
then the 20 km/h we’d been expecting. As we waited for dinner we asked Google how
much wind it take to skittle a tramper, and without going too deeply into the research, it
takes about 50-60 km/h to bowl over a Brit, but it takes 60-70 to topple a Scot. I may be
interpreting the research findings rather loosely, but I’m not expecting too much scrutiny of
the results, and I’m not willing to defend them either. Suffice it to say that if Symon wants
to make yet another attempt on the Potts hut I’ll be game to have another crack at it, but I’ll
be paying a lot more attention to the weather forecast. 

Trip statistics  Distance Walked: 20.5 km Min Elevation: 550 m Max Elevation: 1371 m
Elevation gain: 904 m Elevation loss: 910 m Average speed: 2.74 km/h Average moving
speed: 4.0 km/h Total moving time: 5h 06m Total stopped time: 2h 21m 

Participants: Symon Holmes (leader), Sheryle Wootton, Evie Anderson, Tyrone De Jacolyn
Seneviratne, John Kerkhofs (scribe & photographer) 
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11-12 December 2021

Cass Lagoon Saddle, come hell or high water

This  trip  has  been  on  my  bucket  list  for  a  while,  so  when  Warwick  posted  it  as  a
Christchurch  Tramping  Club  trip  I  was  keen  as  mustard.  Helen  was  less  keen,  so  I
organised a leave pass for the weekend and signed up. As always, I started watching the
weather, and it was looking a tad gloomy on Wednesday when I went to the club meeting,
so much so that I  hadn’t  bothered to load up my backpack in case the rainy forecast
scuppered the plans. Warwick announced was doing the trip, however, “come hell or high
water”, or something like that. Fair enough, we carry raincoats so we may as well use
them occasionally. 

By departure time Warwick had signed up four hardy trampers who didn’t mind getting a bit
wet, a convenient number to fit into his car. Of course the weather was pretty good almost
all the way to the start point at Cass, only starting to rain in the last 5 minutes of the drive.
We geared up in a very light shower and started off along the Cass River, soon catching
up with a group of five women who had set off just before us. They had put their husbands
in charge of the kids and taken off into the mountains to get reacquainted with tramping, or
in the case of the Bulgarian on her first tramp ever, to get acquainted. Jolly good show! We
passed each other from time to time, and we eventually beat them to the hut by about an
hour. 

It didn’t take too long to get away from the deer fence and start up the Cass valley proper,
and  the  rain  stopped  about  then  as  well.  The  tops  of  the  neighbouring  Black  and
Craigieburn Ranges started to peek out of the clouds and things were looking good, much
better than the forecast had led us to believe. It was also reasonably warm, which was a
bit of a bonus. After a couple of hours of walking up the Cass river and crossing it several
times we entered the gorgeously verdant forest. Cass Saddle hut was just a bit too far
away for lunch, so we had a quick munch in the forest and continued to the hut for a
slightly longer break. 
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The next morning – the team is ready to leave

Despite  the  name of  the  hut,  the  Cass  Saddle  is  almost  another  2  kilometres  uphill,
fortunately a fairly gentle uphill though, and then it’s downhill all the way to Hamilton Hut.
The descent from the saddle to Hamilton creek is moderately taxing on the knees, but after
that it becomes quite gentle all the way to the hut. Up to this point here had been no more
rain, which I took as a sign that I should put my tent up and sleep in the great outdoors.
The others slept inside, as did the women we’d met earlier. After the tent was up and
bedding arranged there was a bit of light drizzle but it didn’t rain until I was safely tucked
up for the night. It’s strange that how no matter how much effort you put into finding a flat
and level place for the tent, it will almost always end up being on a slope. The best you
can hope for is that you will slide feet first down the slope, as the other two options tend to
be rather miserable. 

In the morning the rain had stopped, but a glance at the mountains suggested that might
be only a temporary condition. The tent was still wet so I let it drip-dry while over breakfast
we made a plan – near the hut is a mirror tarn, shown but not named on the map. Warwick
suggested it was worth a visit, but as he’d seen it before he was less inclined to slog up
the steep ridge to get to it. We agree to leave him at the hut to spend an extra half hour
relaxing while we did the tour, and then we’d meet him at the track junction. 

The track was as steep as advertised, but it’s a short climb and well worth the small effort
to get up to the tarn. Not quite a mirror as the wind was picking up a little, but you have to
take it as you find it. Still a brilliant view, and maybe next time I’ll get the mirror. It took me
about twenty years to get the mirror photo of Lake Matheson, so persistence pays off. We
were back at the track junction for only a few minutes before Warwick turned up, and I
removed my raincoat and carried on. It was not as warm as yesterday, but still too warm to
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wear a raincoat just in case it rained. 

Soon after leaving the tarn we reached the Harper River, crossing it from the Black Range
side to the Grey Range on a swingbridge. We would be in the Harper Valley all the way to
Lagoon Saddle, after which we would be on the final descent to Cora Lynn. About an hour
up the Harper we encountered Tarn Creek, a lovely bit of white water pouring down off the
Grey Range. Louise told me later that she saw it and hoped that we didn’t have to cross it,
and I’d pretty much thought the same, but then we noticed Murray crossing a bit further
upstream. I don’t mind a bit of a river crossing, but this one was was going to take a bit of
care since we couldn’t really see the bottom. It didn’t take us long to find a place a bit
downstream where there was a nice wide shallow bit and then a couple of steps through
the turbulence where there was a reasonable view of the bottom. Louise and I linked up
and we were across in no time at all. 

Somewhere along the way, and I don’t remember exactly where, we encountered John,
our club president, who together with a friend was running the same track as us, but in the
opposite direction and in a day. That was fortuitous for everyone, as our car was where he
was going and his car was where we were going. Warwick took his key so that we could
drive to our car and then John’s car would be waiting for him when he finished his run.
Much better than the original plan of hitching a ride to retrieve the car, not to mention the
extra 1 km walk out to the main road. 

Soon after the Tarn Creek crossing we had a brief stop at the West Harper Hut and then
set off on the long haul to the Lagoon Saddle A Frame Hut, or the Lagoon Saddle Shelter,
depending on whether you believe the topo map or the DOC sign at the hut. This was hut
number four on this trip, and I was disappointed to find that hut number five was across the
river and up a hill, so we didn’t bother visiting it. I did see it through the trees though, so
does that mean I can claim it  as bagged? Actually I  don’t  care, I’m not really into hut
bagging so it doesn’t really affect my score which I’m not keeping anyway. 

After a good break at the shelter we were on the final leg, which was a brief climb before
sidling around the northern slope of Mt Bruce. Just before entering the forest on the way
down we stopped for a rest and to admire the scenery, and as we sat there a couple of
runners approached from the direction we were walking. We started talking to them, and
discovered  that  they had  started  from Cass at  09:00 that  morning.  They were  nearly
finished at  just  over  six  hours,  while  we were sixteen hours in!  They were  adventure
runners, clearly good at what they were doing. The young lady was training for the Coast
to Coast and Godzone, which I’d never heard of but is apparently some big adventure
race. Louise asked her name, so that “When you’re famous I can say that I’ve met you”,
and afterwards Google told us that Molly Spark is already famous, having had a win in the
Coast to Coast Mountain Run Individual female category this year, and a second last year. 

The last bit of the walk was through the forest and then dropping down into Cora Lynn,
pausing briefly to bag the Bealey Hut on the way. I touched that one, so it’s been properly
and officially bagged, although as I said earlier, I don’t really care. We found John’s car
and managed to get all our gear into it, sharing the back seat with one backpack. Before
long we were back at Warwick’s car, transferred the gear and made our way to Springfield
for dinner at the pub. Since the Sheffield pub burnt down there are limited options, but it
turns out the Springfield is really good and has good beer on tap. The burgers are more
expensive and they don’t do cross-cut fries, but you can’t have everything, and it was a
really good meal. 

So the trip was great – hell never came, nor did high water, and the rain fell only briefly. I’m
glad that Warwick insisted on going no matter what, and thanks to him for organising it and
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making sure that we pressed on despite the forecast. It’s off the bucket list now, but I still
want to see the mirror tarn in its full reflective glory, so I guess it’s back on the bucket list
again. Strictly as an overnighter though, I’m not doing any of that “in a day” stuff. Maybe I’ll
bag the Lagoon Saddle Hut as well next time, if I can summon up some enthusiasm for hut
bagging. 

Trip statistics Day 1 – Hamilton Hut Distance Walked: 18.3 km Min Elevation: 577 m
Max Elevation: 1349 m Elevation gain: 1246 m Elevation loss: 1013 m Average speed: 2.6
km/h Average moving speed: 3.41 km/h Total moving time: 5h 22m Total stopped time: 1h
40m 

Trip statistics Day 2 – Cora Lynn Distance Walked: 20.4 km Min Elevation: 671 m Max
Elevation: 1270 m Elevation gain: 1418 m Elevation loss: 1551 m Average speed: 2.29 km/
h Average moving speed: 3.09 km/h Total moving time: 6h 37m Total stopped time: 2h 18m

Participants:  Warwick  Dowling  (leader),  Louise  Petrie,  Murray  Gifford,  John  Kerkhofs
(scribe & photographer) 

Cass  - Lagoon Saddle route

17-19 December 2021

Hooker Hut and Sefton Biv

Tomyu Hu organised an excellent trip to the newly restored and relocated Hooker Hut with
a day trip to the Sefton Biv. 

After taking Friday off work Kelly, Lorraine and I had a leisurely drive down to Mt Cook
Village, stopping for a pie at Fairlie along the way. The rest of the group left later and met
us in the evening at the Hut. Hooker hut is an easy walk in the Hooker Valley and is tucked
away in a nice spot. 
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The next morning dawned fine and we set off up the stream towards Sefton Biv. After 3
hours of climbing, scrambling and other type 2+ fun we reached the biv. We had a leisurely
lunch and admired the view before preparing to head down. The top part of the descent
was a lot worse than the way up with parts bordering on type 3 fun. We all made it safely
down in reasonable time and then spent the rest of the afternoon sunbathing on the hut
deck and eating snacks. There were lots of snacks. 

Views on the way up to Sefton Biv

Later in the evening we were treated to a impressive sunset over Aoraki. The next day we
packed, walked out and headed back to Christchurch, stopping in Tekapo for a coffee and
to sort the finances. Thanks to Tomyu for organising and Tomyu and Lorraine for helping
guide me through the steepest section of the descent. 

Uploaded by: Symon Holmes on Sun Dec 19 2021 

15-16 January 2022

Mt Brown Hut

Fresh and new to the world of CTC trip leading I popped up a Mt Brown Hut weekend. The
goal was simple, have a relaxing hike up to a good sunset spot. Some may argue 7-8
hours driving and 5 hours walking is excessive for a sunset, but I now know a whole group
of people who would disagree. 

I posted the trip over a rather popular weekend so I was surprised when there was a full
team of  15 and a waitlist  only  a  wee while  later.  And even more surprised when the
forecast looked spectacular.  

With a few participants unable to join us, and one participant who was a question mark, we
set off with an estimated number of 11/12. I wasn’t actually sure but everyone seemed to
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have a seat in a car, and my list had the right number of ticks and crosses. 

We had breakfast in the sunny & cloudless Arthurs and proceeded toward the coast at a
leisurely pace. Shortly after we pass one of our cars picking up a hitchhiker. Now we have
11/12 hikers +1 hitchhiker. Good odds in case we left someone in Arthurs.Unfortunately
they were dropped off a wee while later, removing my +1 buffer. 

On arrival to Geologist Creek we met an unexpected smiling CTC’er who was joining us.
So now I have 11/12 hikers -1 hitchhiker and +1 extra CTC member. Odds are still looking
good, and I am being assured I can now comfortably lose someone. 

While getting ready we discuss how many lunches we would have on the way up, 2-3
seemed to be the goal. So we set off and with the blue skies above, the toasty temp of 25˚
and the arrival time of sometime before sunset, we had an ample 9ish hours to do a 3-4
hour hike. 

We set off on the track (it looked like a track and seemed to be going the right way so we
all followed it) and all go at our own pace through beautiful West Coast bush. Spirits were
high, the amount we were sweating was higher. The track began with a gentle incline
heading up toward the hill. The route on topo said there was some ugly stuff coming up, so
we were happy to be strolling. 

After an hour of casual uphill we had first lunch, the hot muggy air gave us slight water
concerns so we came up with a plan to get water in case the hut was bone dry. This
involved sending someone down the cliff  tied to  a rope of  thermals and shoelaces to
collect water for us, we nominated the person who had the most canyoning experience. 

Happy now that our water woes were solved, plan for next lunch was set and off we go
again. The steady track was steeper now, and we were gaining elevation quickly. We met
a number of times to “re group” which was just an excuse to get our heart rates down and
wipe the sweat off our eyelids.. Free hands were necessary to climb up the roots, but it
was a fun and (relatively) easy to follow track. We were all  trying desperately to avoid
looking at the lake below which was begging for a swim. 

Next lunch was amongst a lovely bunch of fuchsia trees just shy of the bushline after
roughly 700m elevation. Desperate to escape the heat we creatively perched on mossy
logs and packs under the shade. 

We exit the bushline with only 1km distance and 200m elevation to go. The whisper of a
breeze we were hoping for was nonexistent so we charge on to the hut. A very happy
surprise to find it a lot closer than originally expected and with a full water tank (phew). 
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This sums up the trip – sun and socialising at Mt Brown Hut

Over the course of the afternoon some nipped up to the unnamed high point (1270), others
read the hut book, had a third lunch or tried to get their short/sock/gaiter tan evened out.
Dinner consisted of the usual meal comparisons and mental notes on which radix meals to
get next time. We dragged a mattress onto the deck and all  had a very social  dinner
together. 

Come 9pm we all gather on the edge of the mountain, laying on our assigned tussocks
and passing around chocolate. Eagerly awaiting the sunset. The skies were clear with a
little  low  cloud,  so  the  odds  were  looking  good.  The  sun  ended  up  setting  perfectly
between two hills and the moon even made a guest appearance behind us. Success.
Afterwards the trip leader made a very relaxed “lets aim for 9am but if we leave at 10am it
doesn’t matter” decision for the morning and we all retired to our designated homes, some
tenting without the fly, some bivvying and some in the hut. 

We awake to clear skies, warm air,  no wind and a beautiful  sunrise. One by one the
CTC’ers roll out of their tents, cameras in hand to watch the show. 

A leisurely morning with multiple cups of tea and enough time to dry the dew off our tents
we set off at 9.15am. Down we went, descending (relatively) the same way we came up.
Murmurs of “I don’t remember coming up this” were solved by realizing we were on the
wrong track, and decisions made over what designated a “10 point fall” (head first,  no
need for PLB). We descend and meet another unexpected CTC’er at the carpark who was
joining us for our inevitable pub stop. So I have 11/12 members -1 hitchhiker +2 CTC
members and the ability to lose two people now. 

We drive as quick as we can to Lake Kaniere and strip off and jumped into the warm water
for a good, long swim. Clean hikers then went to the pub for a midday beer and lunch,
determined how many ice cream stops there was going to  be on the way home and
relished over a very relaxing and view filled weekend! 
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Final number of CTC hikers (counted in the pub): 11 + 2 

Elevation Gain on way up: 933m 

Kms on way up: 5.78 

Walking time: 2 hours 34 minutes 

Break time: 1 hour 30 minutes 

Track taken:Geologist creek up & down 

Members 

Hannah (leader, scribe & photographer), Daniel Gillies, Nicola Hely, Marc Bietola, Natasha
Sydorenko, Monika Bratownik, Emma Rogers, Barney Stephenson, Markus Milne, Barry
Watson, Carmela Terrobias +Jonothan Carr in the carpark and Michal Klajban for the pub. 

Club History

Last year we were sent this original club newsletter from DOC Greymouth. It was found
inside the wall  of  the original Lake Daniels hut (Manson-Nicholls Memorial  hut) placed
there during construction of the hut by our members. The club was heavily involved in all
aspects  of  building that  hut,  which was recently  demolished with  the  current  new hut
opening in March 2020. The club president back in 1975 is now a life member and still
active in our hut building and maintenance. Good on you Dave!

The old newsletter was 4 large pages of info so I have included the passage below for
historical interest.
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More about the CTC
CTC Overdue Trips: Members/family/partners or a nominated person concerned about a
trip being overdue should firstly discuss this with a Club Officer when they feel that the trip
is delayed. Club Officers know where to obtain copies of the Trip Lists containing the
names and addresses of the party members with their vehicle registration details etc. This
will greatly assist Police Search and Rescue. The Club Officer can then contact the Police
directly. Concerned people should keep trying different numbers until they actually contact
a Club Officer (do not leave messages).

We  recommend  you  start  with  the  Club  Captain,  then  the  Gear  Custodian,  then  the
Presidents, then the Trip Organisers, then people listed under Our Club Hut – if no contact
can  be  made  then  the  Police.  Refer  to  the  list  of  Club  Officers  below,  and  on
www.ctc.org.nz.  Members  (particularly  Trip  Leaders)  please discuss this  arrangement
with your loved ones so they are aware of this procedure. 

Club Officers

President: John West 021 230 2536

Vice President: Chris McGimpsey 027 657 3070

Secretary: Monika Bratownik 021399750

Treasurer: Symon Holmes 021 257 2720

Club Captain: Bryce Williamson 021-0232-2310

New Members 
Rep:

Emma Rogers 022 491 6625

Day Trip 
Organiser:

Michael Hammond 02108414764

Overnight Trip 
Organiser:

Michael Hammond 02108414764

Social 
Convenor:

Kate Taylor 0273265497

Gear Custodian:
Barney 
Stephenson

027 358 3281

Editor: Peter Hinchey 0225948023

Hut Convenor: Donald Carnielo 338-9865

IT Convenor: Nick Edwards 0273656751

Access Officer: Ian Dunn 0212141907

Please have stuff for the next newsletter to the editor
(editor@ctc.org.nz) by 20 February 2022 – Thanks.
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